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Focus onPeople

Her Story
“A bag of matzah. I remember it

It’s incredible to think that her powerful

-
ti-Semitic country was no easy task. It

getting respectable jobs, and passports
-

ish meant a life of teasing and bullying

during hard times strengthened her feel-

feat, considering her family was unable
-

stood that she was different and was still
proud of who she was. She was raised

wasn’t any less of a person, nor should
she feel as if she was beneath anyone else

the opposite.

at school. When the children had to line
up in pairs, she was always left without a

She was called names and profanities and

ears and weren’t reprimanded.

who owned thousands of books, many
-

to get enough money to obtain the doc-

passports. It was painful and emotional,

life.

her pocket, her nine-year-old, and a few

Austria and then the United States, thanks
to the Human ImmigrantAid Society and

-
sian immigrants. This was enlightening;

-
cially the history. In class, she’d come

by the beautiful stories. Going to school

went to people’s homes for Shabbat and
learned the customs of her people.

-

opportunity to succeed.

decided to make it a career. She is now
a successful business owner of a luxury

decades, all her clients come from word

personal and tailored. She plans impres-
-

strength.

His Story

His great-grandfather was a tzaddik who
helped others, and stepped up and start-
ed a matzah factory in 1920, because

her childhood memory.

family permission for the factory to exist.
Unfortunately, the anti-Semitismwas still
an obstacle. People tried to burn down the
factory, but the attempts failed.

-

he wanted to go to Israel, but was for-
bidden. It was not until he died that the

be buried there.
-

biggest inspiration and by watching him,
-

ents and traditional cooking.
-

children experienced teasing and name

defending friends and family who were

They went to Vienna, then Italy, then At-
lanta, and ultimately landed in Brooklyn.

their paths did not cross there. He had a
bris once he was in the United States and

freely and openly.

his grandfather. While in Italy, his taste
-

culinary training, a cooking style that he

-

twists on his dishes. He is a food purist
-

-
tering business for high-end affairs, cor-

Their Story
-
-

city, attended the same school, belonged

each other as they were both successful
business owners. Their connection grew,

-
ing relationship.

background, they could combine their
passions and strengths and create one

-
endary Destinations was born.

holiday getaway company offering an ex-
traordinary experience in luxury settings

and more.An all-suites program, 24-hour
dining, and world-class entertainment
make this escape one-of-a-kind and great
for families of any size.

to select the perfect team. The company’s

“Dream Team” includes Alan Schonfeld,

-

Pagan, and many more great people.

-
ily history, was a natural tie for him. He
is a shrewd businessman and is on top of

-
tial asset to the company.And what could

-
perience while celebrating the freedom

“We want to make people happy. We

-

after the trip, so the needs of all guests are

-

The trip will include a unique culi-
nary journey, and an excellent children’s
program led by experienced director
Debra Gold, and her team of dedicated

grown boys, so they knowwhat it takes to

is a holiday for the whole family to enjoy

-

something to do.”

about Legendary Destinations.
Through it all, they don’t take their

free country with the opportunity to pur-
sue your dreams is something they appre-

promise and opportunity that they didn’t

And when we think about freedom

with that comes the many traditions and
special moments with family.

symbol of not only where she came from,
but also where she is today.

Gayle Peck

Two Separate Paths – One Legendary Destination
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